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Abstract 
Conceptual lattices of disjoint unions of incidence structures are stud-
ied in this paper. It is showed that these lattices are disjoint unions of 
their complete sublattices. An isomorphism between the ordered set of 
all disjoint unions of an incidence structure and the ordered set of all 
equivalence classes of disjoint unions of corresponding conceptual lattice 
is described. 
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D e f i n i t i o n 1 Let G and M be sets and I C G x M . Then the triple (G, M, I) 
is called an incidence structure. If A C G, B C M are non-empty sets, then we 
denote 
A 1 = {m G M | glm \fg G A}, Bl = {g G G \ glm Vm G B}. 
For the empty set we put 0^ := M , 0^ := G. And moreover, we denote 
AU .- ( 4 t )4 ? # 4 t := (B^, g
T := {g}\ m+ := {m}+ for A C G, B C M 
and g e G, rn e M. 
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Theorem 1 Let J — (G, M, I) be an incidence structure. If we put 
Q(J) = {ACG\A = A^}, 
then C(J) = (G(J), Q = (£(J) ,A,V) is a complete lattice in which 
/\Ai=p\Al and \/ A, = ( f | A])* 
ieQ ieQ i£Q i£Q 
forAieG(J),ieQ. (See[l, 3].) 
Remark 1 If we denote M(J) = {B C M | B = B^}, then lC(J) = 
(M(J), Q is a complete lattice too. The lattices C(J) and lC(J) are du-
ally isomorphic. The lattices C(J) and lC(J) are called conceptual lattices of 
the incidence structure J. 
Definition 2 An incidence structure Ji = (Gi ,Mi , / i ) is a substructure of 
J = (G, M, / ) if Gi C G, Mi C M and /i = / n (Gi x Mi) . 
In what follows we suppose that the sets G and M are not empty and g^ / 0, 
ml ^ 0 for all g G G, ra G M . 
Definition 3 Let J = (G, M, / ) be an incidence structure. The sequence 
(gQ,m0,gi,mi,...,gr-i,mr-i,gr) where gt G G for i G { 0 , . . . , r } , m^ G M for 
j G {0 , . . . , r - 1} and gjlmj,gj+ilmj for all j G {0 , . . . , r - 1}, is called a jom 
of elements go,gr. If a join of elements gQ,gr G G exists, then these elements 
are joinable. 
In a similar way we can define a join of elements of M . 
We say that an incidence structure J is irreducible if every two elements of 
G are joinable. 
If we define a relation ~ on G by setting g ~ h <& g,h are joinable, then ~ 
is equivalence relation and it determines a decomposition G of G. In a similar 
way we define an equivalence relation ~ on M assigning a decomposition M. 
Definition 4 An incidence structure J = (G, M, / ) is called a disjoint union of 
its substructures J t = (Gt, Mt, It),t G T if G = {G* | £ G T}, M = {Mt | £ G T} 
and / = {/* | t G T} are decompositions of G,M,I. It will be denoted by 
J - UterJt-
Lemma 1 Let J = \JteTJt and \T\ > 1. PVe tin// ivn£e £/ie operators t arcd 
| on £/ie right-hand side of the set symbol in J and on the left-hand side in 
substructures Jt. Then the following statements are valid: 
1. If AC G and A £ Gt for any t G T, then A* = 0 and A
n = G. 
2. Let A CGt for certain t eT. 
(a) If Ay£®, then A* = *A. Moreover, Atl =^A if and only if A^ / 0. 
(b) If A = 0, then A^ = it,4 t/ ant/ on/y t/ +M* = 0. 
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Analogous statements are valid for B C M. 
Theorem 2 Let J = (G, M, I) be an incidence structure, G = {Gt \ t e T} 
a decomposition of G, {Mt | t G T} a system of subsets of M and Jt = 
(Gt,Mt,It), t eT, substructures of J. The following conditions are equiva-
lent: 
(i) J is a disjoint union of the substructures Jt. 
(ii) The decomposition G is a refinement of G (G < G) and Mt = {Jg(=.Qt g^ 
for all t eT. 
Proof (i) => (ii) By Definition 4, M = {Mt \ t G T} and I = {I, | te T} are 
decompositions of sets M and I. Let ra G Mt for t G T. Since ra^ ^ 0, there 
exists g G G such that glm. Hence gltm and g e Gt which yields ra G U#eGt 0^-
Conversely, if ra G U#<EGf 5^
 t n e n 5^tm f° r certain g G Gt and ra G M*. Thus 
Mt = \JgeGlgi. 
Let Gf £ G and g £ Gf. Since G is a decomposition of G, there exists 
precisely one t eT such that g e Gt. Consider an arbitrary h e G
f. Then 5 and 
h are joinable elements and there exists a sequence (5, ra0, gi,..., gr-i > rar_i, /i) 
with the properties from Definition 3. Thus gIran and because of g G Gt we get-
mo G Mt. Similarly, from giIran and ra0 G M^ we obtain gi G G^ and so on. 
At the end from /iIrar_x and rar_i G Mt we get h e Gt. Hence G' C G* and 
G < G . 
(ii) => (i) a) M = {Mf | t e T} is a decomposition of M: Consider m e M. 
There exists g G G such that gIra, g e Gt for precisely one £ G T and m e g^. 
Since M^ = U«?eC, ff*> w e Se t m £ Mt and M = U*eT Mt. Let us suppose that 
ra G M f l nM t 2 for t\,t2 G F. Then m G gj, m G g\ for certain gi G Gtl, g2 G G*2 
and the elements 51,52 are joinable. Prom G < G we get Gtl = Gt2 and the 
definition of the sets Mtl, Mt2 implies Mtl = M*2. 
b) I = {If I t e T} is a decomposition of I: Consider (g,ra) G I. Then 
g e Gt for certain t eT and ra G 5^. Hence m e Mt. We obtain (g,m) G It. If 
(5,ra) G I*, H It2, then g eGtl,g eGt2. Thus £1 = £2 and Itl = It2. • 
Let X be a non-empty set and R(X) the set of all decompositions of Ar. We 
can define an ordering on R(X) by setting A < B iff A is a refinement of B for 
A,B e R(X). Then L(X) = (It(X),<) is a (complete) partition lattice with 
the greatest element A — {X} and the least element A — {{x} \ x e X}. (See 
[2] (IV,4).) 
Let us denote the set of all disjoint unions of an incidence structure J = 
(G,M,I) by DS(J). We can define an ordering on DS(J) by the following 
formula: _ 
(J^< U2^ iff v^ 
te'T keK 
where G,G are decompositions of G belonging to UteT ^>UfceK $k% 
From Theorem 2 we obtain: 
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Theorem 3 The ordered set (DS(J),<) is isomorphic to the upper cone of 
the element G G R(G) in the lattice L(G). 
Remark 2 (DS(J), <) is a complete lattice. The greatest element is a trivial 
disjoint union UteT^ ^or 1̂ 1 = *> ^ e * e a s t element is a disjoint union generated 
by the decomposition G of G. 
(DS(J), <) is a one-element lattice if and only if J is irreducible and it is 
isomorphic to L(G) if and only if J is completely irreducible, i.e. \g^\ — 1 for 
all g G G. 
Let us consider a complete lattice C = (L,A,V) = (L,<) with the least 
element 0 and the greatest element 1. We can assign an incidence structure 
J(C) = (L, L, I) to C where xly & x < y. Denote by C(J(C)) = (G(J(C)), C) 
its conceptual lattice. Then A G G(J(C)) iff A = D(x) where D(x) is the lower 
cone of certain element x G L. 
Lemma 2 The mapping x H-» D(X), X G L, is an isomorphism of complete 
lattices J and C(J(C)). 
Lemma 3 Let C = (L,<) be a complete lattice and consider the incidence 
structure J(C). Let us put L' = L — {0,1} and consider a substructure J(C') — 
(L',L',<') ofJ(C). The conceptual lattices C(J(C)) and C(J(C')) are isomor-
phic if and only if the ordered set (V, <') does not have the greatest element. 
Remark 3 If (L',<7) does not have the greatest element, then the mapping 
assigning D(x) H-> D(X) — {0} for x / 1 and D(l) = L i-> L' is an isomorphism 
of the lattices C(J(C)) and C(J(C')), and also x i-> D(X) - {0} for x / 1 , 
1 h-> L' is an isomorphism of the lattices C, C(J(C')). 
Definition 5 Let C — (L, <) be a complete lattice (0 is the least and 1 is 
the greatest element in it) and Ct = (Lt,<t), t G T, be complete sublattices 
of C. We put L' = L - {0,1}, L't = Lt - {0,1}, < ' = < H(L' x L') and 
<J = < f)(LJ x L't) for £ G T. The complete lattice £ is called a disjoint union 
of the complete sublattices ^^ if L' = {L[ | t G T} is a decomposition of L' and 
<7 = {<t I < G T} is a decomposition of <' . We will write C = UteTA-
Remark 4 If C = UteT^> 1̂ 1 > *> t^en the ordered set (L', <') does not have 
the greatest element. 
Remark 5 Let C = U«ET£<- T h e n (Ll U {0}, <"), (Lt U {1}, <") and (Lt U 
{0,1},<"), ^ G T, are also complete sublattices of C where <" denotes the 
restriction of the relation < to the corresponding sets. 
Definition 6 Disjoint unions U^eT 1 ^ a n d Ufc<EK2A o f a complete lattice C 
where lCt = (
lLt,<\) for all * G T and
 2 A = ( 2 ^ , < ^ ) for all k G X are 
equivalent if {x L't \ t e T} = {
2L'k \ke K}. 
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Theorem 4 Let an incidence structure J = (G, M, I) be a disjoint union of 
its substructures Jt = (Gt,Mt, It) forteT and \T\ > 1. Let C(J) = (G(J), C) 
and C(Jt) = (G(Jt),-), t eT, be conceptual lattices of J and Jt,. Moreover, 
let 0, 1, and 0/, It be their least and greatest elements, respectively. 
• If G\ / 0, then C(Jt) is a complete sublattice in C(J). 
• IfG\ = 0, then C*(Jt) = ((G(Jt) - {It}) U {1}), C) - (G*(Jt), C) is a 
complete sublattice in C(J). 
Moreover C(J) = (jteTC(Jt) where C(Jt) = C(Jt) for G\ ^ 0 and 
C{Jt) = C*(Jt)forG\ = %. 
Proof Obviously 1 = G and l t = Gt for all t G T. Because of \T\ > 1 we get 
M+ = 0, G1" = 0 and 0 n = 0. Thus 0 = 0. IfteT, then we will write the 
operators f, I in Jt to the left. 
1. Consider A G Q(Jt) for £ G T. It means that A = -'-I'A. First we suppose 
that A±Gt. If A = 0, then A = 0 and A e Q(J). Assume A / 0. According 
to Lemma 1 we get At = ^A. 
If At = 0, then A = ^A = H = Gt. That is a contradiction. If At -* 0, 
then A = ^A = AtJ- (according to Lemma 1 again) and thus A G £(:/)• 




implies l t = Gt G (?(J) and (?(Jt) C Q(J). If GJ = 0, then G j
; = G. Hence 
Gjl ? Gt and l t $ Q(J). Since 1 G Q(J), we have obtained Q*(Jt) C S ( J ) . 
2. £ ( J t ) and £*(:/*) are sublattices in C(J): 
a) Let Gj ^ 0. Then Q(Jt) C {?(,/). Consider subsets Af G (?(J t), i G Q. 
Since £ ( J i ) is a conceptual lattice of Jt, we get (by Theorem 1) flieQ ^
 € 
£( J . ) C (?(J). Hence A,eQ ^ e (?(:/t). 
Let Gj = 0. We put lQ(Jt) = Q(Jt) - {l t} C £ ( / , ) . Consider A G (?*(J t), 
t G Q. If there exists j eQ such that A,- G lQ(Jt), then f ) i e Q A. G
 1G(Jt) and 
AieQ ^ € lQ(Jt) C £*(/<). If A, = G for all » G Q, then [\ieQ A = G = 1 G 
-?*(J.). 
b) Let Ai G 0 ( J ) , t G Q. Then (by Theorem 1) V.6<?<4. = (flieQ 4 )
1 - I f 
we put B = HieQ Ah then £ C M and \JieQ Ai = B
l. 
First we suppose that Gj # 0. Then {?(//.) C {?(,/). Let Ai G <?(:/t), * G Q. 
Because of A,: C Gt we get G] C Aj for all t e 0 and Gj C £ . Thus B --• 0. We 
will assume that there exists j G Q such that Aj # 0- By Lemma 1 A] = tAJ-
and A] C M t , It means that J5 C Mt. Since B # 0, we get +J3 = B
1 and 
It(jgi) = 4Tl£ = iB = # i . This implies B± = VieQ ^ € £?(J«). Let A = 0 
for all i G <?. Then 0 G (?(J t) and Aj = M for all t G Q. From this £ = M and 
V i e Q A, = B± = M+ = 0 = 0. Hence \/ieQ At G Q(Jt)-
Let us assume that G] = 0. In this case Q*(Jt) C <?(,/). Consider Ai G 
*£(J t ) . If B = 0, then V t£Q A = G* = 1 G
 lQ(Jt)- Let .8 / 0. Then B± # G t 
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because from B^ = Gt we get B C B^ = G\ = 0 which is a contradiction. 
From 5+ G 0(J i ) - {1*} we obtain \/ieQ A{ G
 lG(Jt)-
3 . C(J) is a disjoint union of the complete sublattices C(Jt), t G T: 
a) Let us put G(Jt) ~ G(Jt) if G\ ± 0 and £(? , ) := ^ 7 * ) if G\ = 0. And, 
moreover, we denote Q'JJ) = £ ( J ) - {0,1}, G'(Jt) = G(Jt) ~ {0,1}. We will 
prove that G'(J) = {G'(Jt) \t G T} is a decomposition of £ ' ( J ) : 
Take A G £ ' ( J ) . Then i C G , A ^ = A, A 7- G, A 7- 0. Assume that 
A r = 0. We get A = A n = G and that is a contradiction. Thus _4T / 0. If 
A is not contained in any subset Gt for t G T, then A1^ = G = A. This is a 
contradiction again. Hence A C Gt for certain t G T. Since A ^ 0 we obtain 
A = AU = itA a n d 4̂ G gf(Jt). Suppose that A G G'Xju) n W t 2 ) . Then 
-4 C Gfa fl G*2 and because of A ^ 0 we obtain £1 = t2. 
b) C' = {C't J t G T} is a decomposition of the set C' (Definition 5): Consider 
A, J5 G ( / ' ( J ) such that AC B. This implies A C' B. According to (a) there 
exists t G T such that B G </'(Jt). Therefore B C Gt and A C Gt. Hence 
-4 G G'(Jt) and A Ce B. Obviously C^ n C£2 = 0 for distinct *i,t2 € T. • 
Example 1 Let J = (G,M,I) be an incidence structure given by its inci-
dence graph (Figure 1). Let us consider substructures J\ = (Gi ,Mi , Ji) = 
({ai ,a2,a 3},{mi,ra 2},J i ) and J2 = (G2,M2,I2) = ({a 4 ,a 5 }, {ra3,ra4}, J2) of 
J. Then J = Ji0j2. 
M 
G 
а\ ӣ2 аз 04 
Figure 1 
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Figure 2 shows conceptual lattices C(J), C{J\) and C{J-i). 
G = 1 




G2 = 12 
t 
{a4} = 02 
cш 
Figure 2 
Since G\ — {m3}, C(J2) is a sublattice of C(J). Because of G[ — 0, 
C*(Ji) = (~(£(Ji) - {li}) U {1},C) is a sublattice of C(J) and C(J) is a 
disjoint union of the sublattices C*(J\), C(J2). 
Theorem 5 Let a complete lattice C = (L, <) be a disjoint union of complete 
sublattices Ct = (Lt,<t). We denote V = L-{0, l},L't = Lt-{0,1} fort <E T. 
Then there exists an incidence structure J and a disjoint union J = U * G T ^ 
such that the complete lattices C, C(J) are isomorphic. Moreover, ordered sets 
(L't, <[), (G'(Jt), C£) are isomorphic for all t €T. 
Proof Consider incidence structures J = J(C') — (L',Lf, <l), Jt = J(C't) = 
(L't,L't, <[) for t e T. Then J = {jteTJt. Let \T\ > 1. Then, by Remark 4, 
the set (L',<) does not have the greatest element. By Remark 3 the mapping 
x »-» D(x) - {0} for x 7-= 1 and 1 H-> L' is an isomorphism of the lattices £, C(J). 
That induces an isomorphism of the ordered sets (L't,<
f) and (G'(Jt),Qt) for 
all t £ T. The proposition is obvious for \T\ = 1. O 
Let us denote the set of all disjoint unions of a complete lattice C by DS(C). 
Consider a relation = on DS(C) assigned by the formula 
U ^ E E Џ 2 ^ ІÍF U l £ t 
tєT keк ÍЄT 
and I J 2Ck cire equivalent. 
кeк 
Then = is equivalence relation and it determines a decomposition DS(C)/ = 
on DS(C). 
We define an ordering on the set DS(C)/ = : Let U t e T l j ^ > U ^ G K 2 ^ ^ € 
DS(C), the corresponding decompositions of L' we denote by 17 = {lL't \ t e T} 
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and U = {2L'k | k e K). For U
 lCt and \J
 2Ck e DS(C)/ = we define 
*eT keK 
| J ! A < ( J 2 £* iff L' is a refinement of V (L' < L'). 
teT keK 
Theorem 6 If J is a reducible incidence structure, then the ordered sets DS(J) 
and DS(C(J))/ = are isomorphic. 
Proof A conceptual lattice C(J) of a disjoint union J = [jteTJt is a disjoint 
union i}teTC(Jt) where C(Jt) = C(Jt) for G\ ^ 0 and C(Jt) = £*(J*) for 
Gj = 0. Let us consider a mapping 
<p : DS(J) -> DS(C(J))/ = :[jJt^ \JC(Jt) 
teT teT 
1. The mapping <p is injective: Take U^eT 1 ^ , Ufcetf2^ ^ DS(J) and 
assume that 
teT keK teT keK 
Hence {£'^7*) | t e T} = {^'v2^) | A: G K} by Definition 6. There exists 
a bijection £ : T -> K such that £ ' ( 2 ,%) ) = G'OJt) for all t e T. Let us put 
1 Jt = (
lGu
lMu
lh) and 2 J c W = ^ G ^ ^ M ^ ,
2 / ^ ) . 
Take g elGt. Then ^ ^ 0 and #
n = i r # by Lemma 1. Obviously # n 7-
0,G. Let xGj = 0. If gn = xG t , then g^ = *Gj 7- 0. That is a contradiction. 
Thus gn e G'(lJt) and gn e G'(2Jm)> From this g
n C 2 G C W and <? G
 2G^ (£). 
Therefore XG£ C
 2Gm. In a similar way we show that
 2Gm C
 lGt and thus 
2G^ ( t ) =
 lGt. Obviously
 lMt —
 2Mm and since Jt,
 lJt are substructures in 
J , we obtain lJt =
 2 J c ( t ) and U ^ T
1 ^ = Ote^JtW = UkeK2Jk-
2. ip is surjective: Consider a disjoint union \JteTCt e DS(C(J)). We 
denote C(J) = ( S ( J ) , C ) , G'(J) = G(J) - {0,1}, Ct = ( f t ,C) , £ ' = ft ~ 
{0,1} . We prove that there exists a disjoint union U*eT^ e DS(J) such that 
^(UtETJ*) = UfGT^* L e t u s P u t G* = ^AeG't
 A f o r a11 * € T - W e s h o w t h a t 
G = {G* I £ e T} is a decomposition of G: 
Take ( / E C Then gn e G(J), 9 e gn and gn ^ 0. Since J is reducible, 
we get 0 = 0 and # n / 0. At the same time GT = 0, thus # n -̂  1. We 
obtain # n € <?'( J ) . There exists precisely one t e T such that # n G G[ because 
{G't \t e T) is a decomposition of (? '(J) . This yields #
n G Gt and # G G f. If 
geGtin G,2, then #
n G ^ n <?t'2 and because of g
n ^ 0 we get ti = t2-
Let us put Mt = UsGGe S
T for any t G T. Then {M£ | t G T} is a decompo-
sition of M: 
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Consider ra £ M. Then ra^ ^ 0,G and ra+ G ^ for a unique t £ T, thus 
ml CGt. We get (ra
4-)1" = fl5em^ 3* Q Mf, therefore ra G Mt. 
Let m £ Mtl DMt2. Then there exist gi G Gtl, g2 G Gf2 such that ra G gjn^j. 
This yields g\^, g^ C ra4- and gi,g2 £ m^. However, ra
4- G Gt for a unique £ G T . 
Hence Gtl — Gt2 — Gt and t\ = t2. 
Consider substructures Jt — (Gt,Mt, It), t G T, in J. The system {/̂  | t G 
T} is a decomposition of I: 
Take g / r a . Then g € Gt for certain t E T and ra G g
t", thus m £ Mt. Since 
J i is a substructure in J , we get gltm. Obviously Itl n It2 = 0 for t\ ^ t2 and 
therefore J — \JteTJt-
Now we show that Q'(Jt) = Q[ for all t £ T: 
Consider A £ Q[ C £ ( J ) . Then A - A^, A £ 0, G and /4C G*. If -4* - 0, 
then ^ n = G. That is a contradiction. Hence A^ ^ 0 and A = A n = ^A by 
Lemma 1. Thus A £ Q'(Jt) and $ C Q'(Jt). 
Conversely, let A £ Q'(Jt). Then A = ^ A Once again ,4* ^ 0 and 
A = + U = 4 H . This yields A G (?'(J) and A G Q[ by definition of the set Gt. 
Hence </'( Je) C Q[. We have obtained 
| J Ct = | J £( J,) and V( (J J,) = (J A 
teT teT teT teT 
3. Ordered sets DS(J) and DS(C(J))/ = are isomorphic: Consider disjoint 
unions U t e T ^ U f c e / c 2 ^ € DS(J). Let G = {xGt \teT},G = {
2Ofc | A; € 
K} be corresponding decompositions of G. Assume that UteT*^ < \JkeK2Jk-
Then G <G and to every i0 e T there exists k0 € K such that ^ t o C
 2Gko. 
According to Theorem 4 we consider disjoint unions U t e T ^ 1 ^ ) an<* 
U f c e j ^ M ) of DS(C(J)). Then WJJ) = {G'Tjt) I t G T}, WW) = 
{£'(2Jjfc) | fc G /?} are decompositions of G'(J). 
We will write the operators 1\4 t o t n e right in J, to the left in l Jt. In 
2J fc we use symbols T,_L instead. Then G(
lJt) = {A C 1Gt \ A = ^A}, 
G(2Jk) = {AC2Gk\A = A
T±}. 
Take to G T. By assumption there exists ko € K such that 1Gt0 C
 2Grfc0. 
Let .4 G C-'OJto)- T h e n ^ M T ^ ^: For A = 0 we get A = 0 (because 0 = 0). 
That is a contradiction. We know that TA = AT. Let AT = 0. Then A = 
4-M = +0 = iG,0 and A
T = 0 = XG\Q. However, in case of
 lG\0 = 0 we get 
l l o = 'G(0 ^ G'(
xJt0)- That is a contradiction too. 
By Lemma 1 we obtain ^A = AT± and A G G'fJk0)- From this ^ ' (^7^) C 
G'PJko) follows. Hence W ) < G'(J) and 
I j й i ^ í U 1 ^ ) ^ U£(aл) = v(U2л) 
řçT tЄT кЄҜ кЄк 
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Conversely, consider \JteTC(}Jt),\JkeKC(
2Jk) € DS(C(J)). Let Q'(J) 




Thus Q'(J) < G'(J). 
Take titer1 Jt,\JkeK
2Jk € Ds(:7) where O = ^ G , | t e T} , ^ = {2Gfc | 




' ^ 0 = U A fortoer. 
AeG'C~jt0) 
There exists fc0 € K such that Q'(
lJt0) C Q'(
2Jk0). We obtain 
Gь, U 
- 4 e G ' ( 2 ^ 0 ) 




 1 G t o C
 2 G f c o and 
G < V. Hence Q ^ T 1 ^ < U*etf 2 ^*- D 
Remark 6 The ordered set (DS(C(J))/ = , < ) is a complete lattice with the 
least element ^p(\JterJt) where \JteTJt is a disjoint union of J with a decom­
position G of G. 
Remark 7 Theorem 6 is not valid for irreducible incidence structures: Con­
sider an incidence structure J given by its incidence graph (Figure 3 (a)). The 
structure J is irreducible and thus DS(J) has only one element. See Fig­
ure 3 (b) for the conceptual lattice C(J) and Figure 3 (c) for the ordered set 
(DS(C(J))/=,<). 
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